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(1893) dates a real change in the public attitude; for though the
fiirore about it owed a great deal to a fine actress (Mrs. Patrick
Campbell), equal credit was given by playgoers to the author.
The chief critics who fostered the movement were William
Archer, J. T. Grein, and G. Bernard Shaw. The last, destined
for a part of the twentieth century to become the foremost
playwright in Europe, had already before the nineteenth was
out published in book form no less than ten plays, many of
them since perennially popular. Nothing better indicates the
quality of the old theatrical regime than that it declined then
to put them on. The reason was that they did not contain parts
of the kind that actor-managers wanted for themselves and their
leading ladies.
Another new feature was the appearance of books embodying
social investigations carried out on a much larger scale and by
more systematic methods than before. The first pioneer was
Charles Booth, whose immense inquiry into the conditions of
life in London was begun in 1886, and whose ninth volume com-
pleting the studies of Poverty and Industry appeared in 1897. The
other pioneers were Sidney and Beatrice Webb, whose History
of Trade Unionism (1894) and Industrial Democracy (1897) first
exemplified their monumental methods of research; which sub-
sequently from 1898 onwards they devoted to the history of
English local government. In quite another field, the same ten-
dency to throw the net of inquiry much more widely than
hitherto, while crowning research with a considerable literary
quality, was illustrated by J. G. Frazer's great study in com-
parative religion and folk-lore, The Golden Bough (first instalment
1890). Some very large co-operative undertakings also marked
the period. Nearly the whole publication of the original Dic-
tionary of National Biography', under Leslie Stephen, falls within it;
and it was now that the long-incubated Oxford English Dictionary
began, under Sir James Murray's editorship, to multiply its
volumes in good earnest. The output of regular historical work,
though not so epoch-making as that published between 1870 and
1886, was large and good; and some of those most distinguished
in the earlier period—S. R. Gardiner and J. Gairdner, for in-
stance—continued their productivity through the later. In the
sphere of philosophy the main thing was the development of
the Idealist school, going forward from the work done earlier
by T. H. Green and Edward Caird. F. H. Bradley (whose

